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PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED WEBSITES
Equisolve provides the complete website solution for public companies.
Each Each website incorporates cutting-edge design and development, 

custom-built IR functionality, and a robust content management system built 
on a world-class infrastructure. Add in our extensive public company 

experience and the most attentive and responsive client services team in the 
industry, and you have the ideal website solution. That’s why hundreds of 

public companies rely on Equisolve.



WE DO IT ALL.
Making it easy for you – that’s what we do.

 
Starting with extensive research and analysis and continuing with careful planning of structure, 
placement and flow of content, your dedicated team ensures your company will be positioned to tell 

your story in a way that will make you the envy of your peers.

OnOnce your new website is live, you will appreciate the automated updates of all investor-related 
information. You will have peace of mind knowing that your Equisolve team will be reading every 
press release and SEC filing as it occurs to determine what additional changes and updates need to 

be made – all without you having to ask.



Careful Planning. Flawless Execution.

Your website is more than just a page with words, it’s a reflection of your 
company. Most importantly, it provides an opportunity to impress your 

visitors and convert investors into shareholders. 

Based on a Based on a careful analysis of your business, content and data, we 
produce detailed wireframes to ensure your website is aligned 
with your business goals to craft an optimal user experience 

for all of your visitors.

USER EXPERIENCE



You Only Get One First Impression

Your brand is that gut feeling that customers and investors have when they 
think about your company. For most people the first impression comes from 
your company’s website. Along with your leadership and financial results, 
your brand should be one of your most valuable assets to inspire investor 

confidence. 

At EquisoAt Equisolve, we design beautiful websites that capture the essence 
of each company and reflect their message, personality, and 
branding in every detail. Our designs are more than just a 
pretty face. Driven by content and crafted with artistry, 
our websites drive new relationships, sales, and 
investors to your company, while instilling 

confidence in your company’s 
brbrand.

DESIGN



Automation

Time is money. You know it and we know it. 

EquisoEquisolve’s proprietary content management system (CMS) was developed 
exclusively for public companies and includes a best-in-class IR Website. 
Our CMS contains extensive automation and shareholder communication 

systems that literally take care of updates, communication and 
compliance within a fraction of a second. 

At EquisoAt Equisolve, we think in milliseconds and - with servers in 
more than 18 countries -we deliver the industry’s 
fastest page loading speeds from around the 

world.

IR TECHNOLOGY



We Only Work With Public Companies

We know what investors are looking for and we have the expertise to give 
them exactly what they need.

 
WWe also understand the needs of a busy executive, so we built in 
automation that allows us to keep your web presence current on a 
minute-by-minute basis without requiring your attention.

ISSUER EXPERIENCE



Get More and Pay Less

With website solutions to meet any budget, we apply the same quality 
principles to every project, big or small.

When When you choose Equisolve, you automatically benefit from our years 
of experience with hundreds of public companies and the ongoing 
development of our technology. Our niche focus enables us to 

deliver a better product at a lower cost. 

VALUE



The Equisolve Process



Stemming from our extensive portfolio, 
Equisolve analyzes user behavior and 
traffic data from over 100+ public 
companies across multiple industries 
types. We also conduct an industry 
analysis of competitors and market 
leaders to define standards & 

conconventions.

Data Analysis
& Industry Research

The Equisolve process begins with 
a kick-off call interview in where 
the Equisolve team learns about 
your industry, brand positioning 
and business goals with your new 

Web solutions.

Kick-off Interview



Once the direction has been set by aligning 
data-driven insights with business goals, 
we move forward with detailed wireframes 
and user flows that provide a clear 

visualization of the users path(s), site layout 
structure, and user interactions. 

User Flows
& Wireframes

Once the initial research has been 
completed, we move into creating a User 
Experience Brief that compiles our 

findings and direction, as well as creating 
an Information Architecture document 
detailing the structure of the entire site.

User Experience Brief 
& Information Architecture



After wireframe approval, we 
move to design to produce 

high-quality mockups where the 
visual direction is set for the site 
to match business branding.  
Once created and approved, we 
move to the next phase.

Design

Content, based off of research, 
interviews, and existing site 
content, is developed in parallel 
with the Wireframes and User 
Flows. The content of the  site is 
presented in an easily understood 
manner to maximize user 

compcomprehension. 

Content Creation
& Management



To ensure the best possible launch 
of your new website, we engage a 
3rd party testing service that 

double checks, browser and mobile 
compatibility on multiple devices 
and operating systems, speed, 
consistency, functionality and link 

inintegrity.  

Q&A Testing

Each site is fully responsive from 
the largest monitors to the 

smallest smartphones and every 
mobile device in between with 
100% validated code.  Additionally, 
each site is SEO-optimized and 
cross-browser compatible.

Development

</>



equisolve.com
Click here to visit our portfolio at

equisolve.com

http://www.equisolve.com/website-portfolio

